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ACTIVISM DEAD AT HU?
THERE WAS
ATIME WHEN
STUDENTS
AT HOWARD
UNIVERSITY
TOOK OVER
THEABUILDINGAS
A FORM OF
PROTEST.
ARE THOSE
DAYS LONG
GONE?
PAGE2

NATION & WORLD

WHO'S GOT NEXT
FIND OUT WHAT HOWARD
STUDENTS AND POLITICAL
SCIENCE PROFESSORS
THINKABOUTTHE NEXT
GENERATION OF BLACK
LEADERS. PAGE 4
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English Extols the Uniqueness of Howard
unique. He described. Howard
Contributing Writer
as having a bodacious idea, bold
and daring for standing as a
Describad as "unique and · university for freed Africans
irreplaceable"
by
Howard and their descendents.
University President H. Patrick
English described Howard
Swygert, Dr. Richard A. English as a national university, created
gave the keynote address at to serve a national purpose as a
Howard's 138th Charter Day private university.
Convocation.
Some sh1dents who were
According to Dr. Floretta not very familiar with the backDukes McKenzie, chairwoman ground of the university espeof the board of trustees, Charter cially appreciated this guided
Day allows the Howard com- tour of the past.
munity to celebrate the found"As a transfer student, I
ing of the university.
learned a lot about Howard's
"Convocation provides an history that I was unaware of,
opportunity for students, faculty making convocation a great
and alumni to reflect on accom- event to be at," said Nathan
plishments of the university Miller, a sophomore political
since its start and honor alumni science major.
who have made an impact on
Throughout his speech,
society," McK4?nzie said.
English erp.phasized Howard
During English's address was a unique university
he highlighted five major points
about what makes Howard
See ENGLISH, News A3
BY MONIQUE WOODS

NIC'O lc Re<'d· Staff Phoc ~ rupher

In addition to showcasing the provost Dr. Richard English (left) at the Charter Day
Convocation, Howard University also honored four distinguished alumni.

LATEX: A Raw
Disappointment

SPORTS

BY CHRISTOPHER WALL
Copy Editor

BREAKING RECORDS
WITH CLOSE TO 800 WINS
THIS SEASON SEE WHO IS
ABOUT TO SURPASS DEAN
SMITH'S RECORD AS THE
WINNINGEST COACH EVER
IN COLLEGIATE BASKETBALLPAGES
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LIFE& STYLE

SINK OR SWIMWEAR
FOR STUDENTS HEADING FOR
TROPICAL
LOCATIONS
NEXT WEEK,
LOOKING
GOOD ON
THE BEACH
MEANS AS
MUCH AS
LOOKING
GOOD IN
THE CLUB.
PAGE 10

HU CALENDAR
MARCH12
SECOND DEFERRED
TUITION PAYMENT DUE
FAFSAAPPLICATION DUE
MARCH 12-20
SPRING BREAK

Jordan Colbtrt- Assl. Pholo Editor

The "A Proud Continuum: Eight Decades of Art at HU" exhibit celebrates the 801h anniversary of the art department and features 122 pieces of art from Howard alumnae.

Aluinni Art Exhibition Opens
building, this exhibition is the
first of its kind.
"There has never been
Members of Howard an alumni show like this,"
Community gather~d in Lulu Baker said. "It was difficult to
Vere Childers Hall on Sunday compile because some of the
to celebrate the opening of works were collected posthuA Proud Continuum: Eight mously and we had difficulDecades of Art at Howard ties getting in touch with the
University.
families."
The exhibit features
The opening attracted
122 pieces of artwork from students, alumni and uniHoward alumni in commem- versity officials including the
oration of the Both anniver- Provost and Chief Academic
sary of the art department.
Officer, Dr. Richard A. English
A committee of alumni and university president H.
who graduated between 1949 Patrick Swyge1t.
and 1974 selected the featured
"President
Swyge1t •
pieces. According to Scott patronizes the a1t · students
Baker, the assistant director regularly," Baker said. " He
of the gallery in the Fine Arts buys student work often and
BY LAUREN STEPHENS

Hilltop Staff Writer

The fourth annual Louisiana
and Texas club party advertised
as "LATEX 4: Fore Play," left
many Howard University students disappointed and without
any place to party last Friday
night.
"We were in Jipe for about
an hour when we were told to
disperse and that the LATEX
party had been shut down," said
sophomore biology major Alicia
Howard.
"We thought it was a joke."
Howard and her friends
arrived at Kili's Kafe Lounge
and Nightclub at 8:30 p.m. to
an already crowded line of what
Howard said was about 150 people.
Adrienne Francois, secretary of the Louisiana club, said
that neither the Louisiana nor

he has a lot of first edition
pieces in his house. We are
gracious and appreciative of
his support."
Students in attendance
came to support the exhibition and were impressed by
the work featured in the gallery.
"I like how they are recognizing past Howard students,"
said Alleathea Carter, senior
audio production major. "I
don't think they realize how
much talent comes out of
Howard."
The exhibition featured
artwork from various genres
using all types of 1naterials
See ART, News A3

See LATEX, News A3

Dtrick IJC>\\t-N

For the third year in a row, the much anticipated LATEX party
was shut down prematurely. Event organizers blame the club
owners' lack of security for the closing.

U.N. Workers Spread HIV

WEATHER

BY KEVIN HARRIS
Today---Mostly Cloudy
High:62

Low:44
Tuesday-··Rain/Snow/
Showers
High:45
Low:25
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the Texas clubs were at fault for
the party getting shut down.
"We [executive board members] met with the managers and
owners of Kili's last Wednesday
to discuss the details of our contract. The contract guaranteed
a 12-man security team due to
arrive at 8 p.m." Francois said.
By 9 p.m. Francois said there
were only two security guards on
duty to control the large crowd
which formed early in the everung.
Some Howard students
arrived as early as 7:30 p.m. with
condoms in hand for discounted
admission. Paid Louisiana and
Texas club members were told
to arrive at 8 p.m. to ensure that
they get in free.
Senior biology major Rassii
Elliott, a paid Texas club m ember, arrived at Kili's around

/~l'Ofl
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COLLEGE

Nation & World Editor

The United Nations is still coping
'vith news that peacekeepers sent to the
Congo were accused of spreading the
HIV virus to Congolese women and raping children as young as seven.
"A U.N. man came from over there,"
Sylvie, age seven, told fox news as she
pointed to a spot 20 yards away from a
U.N. base. "He had candy and called us
over. My friends ran away but I went
for the sweets. Then he did it to me."
Officials say Sylvie's rape may have given
her gonorrhea and damaged some of her
internal organs.
A Fox News crew attempted to take
Sylvie to a local hospital, but she was too
traumatized and did not allow doctors to
examine her. The Fox News channel prowW\\'.dennblog.geo1nc1ophors.corn
duced a three-part series on the atrociFox News reports several Congolese women and children have contracted
ties inflicted upon Congolese women at
HIV from United Nations peacekeepers. The United States has urged the U.N. the hands ofU.N. peacekeepers. In it, the
to make HIV testi ng mandatory for peacekeepers.
channel highlights the sexual abuse U.N.

l

peacekeepers have inflicted on Congolese
women and some children as young as
seven years old.
The allegations of abuse, from peacekeepers sent to the Congo to maintain
order following a bloody six-nation war,
have rocked the U.N. Secretary General
Kofi Annan has struggled in recent weeks
to maintain the U.N.'s credibility following these allegations.
These latest rounds of investigations stem from a U.N. report released in
January which reported that peacekeepers sent to the Congo were having sex
with young girls and women in exchange
for money and food, often times leaving
the women pregnant with no fathers for
their children.
"They just make women pregnant
and leave. They never take care of their
kids," one Congolese woman told Fox
News. "There is no help from the U.N."'
The release of the report intensified
See HIV, News A3
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Students Question Whether Activism Still Thrives
,

by taking over the administraContributing Writer
tion building and demanding
the attention of the news media.
To many, the driving force in
"If students do not maintain
the Civil Rights Movement was their active roles, it will present
the power of student involve- an intense ramification for the
ment.
African-American community"
Howard students played a Webster said.
central role during the 1960s as
Dr. Gregg Carr, professor of
active participants in the stu- African-American studies, sees
dent movement. But according Howard as a potential catalyst
to some, that spark has died for social and political change in
with complacency, created by the community.
time and social change.
"There's a s111all contingent
Howard alumnus,
Joe of students who are activists, but
Webster, attended Howard dur- there needs to be more," Carr
ing a time where activism played said. "I think that the problem is
a central role in the lives of many that students are not exposed to
students who were affected dur- the issues directly."
ing the post-civil rights era. To
Antonio Bush believes that
Webster, the new generation of awareness is a large part of
Howard students seems to be activism.
too apathetic to create change.
"Howard students can
"If students are complacent change political issues by first
and politically inactive in this knowing what is going on "'lith
environment, they \'lill most our country today," said Bush, a
likely remain that way when junior biology major. "We canthey graduate," Webster said.
not change something we don't
Webster
recalled
how know anything about."
Howard students constantly creSome students think that
ated changes on their campus, the lack of activism at Howard is
BY BRIDGETTE GINYARD

Howard students have participated in various protests in recent years, Including a protest in
April 2004 because of the problems wit h last year's general elections.

More Election Events Planned
to Get Students Involved
BY AMBER ENGLISH
Contributing Writer

Last spring approximately
2, 500 students voted in the
general student government
elections. Surprisingly, that was
the highest turnout of recent
years.
But with more events being
held for candidates to address
the issues, the General Elections
Commission plans to increase
voter turnout even more.
To date, there have been
two campaign events for the
university-wide positions of
Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) president
and vice-president as well as
undergraduate trustee.
More events were scheduled, according to General
Elections Commission Chair
Jamal Anderson, but due to
inclement weather these events
were canceled.
However, there are still 32
events scheduled for both individual school and universitywide positions until Election
Day.
The c01nmission has worked
to engage as much of the student population as possible
by enlisting the help of other
student organizations. Each of
the university-wide speak outs
is co-sponsored by a different
organization on campus.
"We hope that through cosponsored events, these organizations will get their members
to support election activities
and increase participation even
more," Anderson said.
In addition to holding more
events, the commission is also
sponsoring different types of
election events to reach the

student body. This years' election season will include a candidate speech and rally day on
the Yard, along with 'meet and
greet' sessions and a candidate
forum on WHBC.
On March 8, the commission \vill host the first Student
Leader and Faculty Roundtable.
This event will allow candidates
and faculty members to network and discuss how to work
together towards making the
university better.
Even with all of these
events, t he general elections
commission cannot guarantee
that a higher percentage of students will vote.
"We start by assuming
people want to participate,"
Anderson said. "[The commission] simply engages them in
the process. It is the responsibility of the candidates to mobilize students to vote."
Jennifer
Bryant,
one
of the current School of
Communications representatives on the Undergraduate
Student Assembly, believes that
many people decided to run for
UGSA with the perception that
it is an easy position. Bryant,
who is currently seeking reelection, will use her dedication
as a tool to mobilize voters.
"I will emphasize my commitment and experience,"
Bryant said. "I will show students that I'm serious about the
position."
For some students, seeing
their individual school represented on a larger scale drives
them to vote. Tashieka Stone,
a sophomore physical therapy major, 'vill vote primarily because one of the undergraduate trustee candidates is

"I'll be working on iny campaign for UGSA
Representative for the College of Arts and Sciences,
getting some PR done and spending some time with
family."

Billie Holmes, political science

from the School of Pharmacy,
Nursing and Allied Health
Sciences.
"It's good to see some representation at the higher levels," Stone said. "Usually, I feel
like our school is left out."
Others complain about the
seemingly fewer candidates
this year. Freshman systems
and computer sciences major
Jeneil Stephens thinks there
are not enough people running
for office.
"I have a friend who is running unchallenged and I think
that says something," Stephens
said.
In actuality, there are more
candidates this year than in the
past election. Although there
are only two slates for the position of HUSA president and
vice-president, Anderson noted
that there are 150 total candidates throughout the university, which is more than last
year.
"At the end of this election,
there will be 20 to 25 more
positions filled than with last
year's election," Anderson said.
Anderson attributed this to the
candidate information sessions
informing students on the positions they could run for.
By the end of this week, the
general elections commission
will have a fully comprehensive
website, which is the first elections commission website, to
Anderson's knowledge.
Students will be able to
access candidate platforms,
any available candidate contact information and information about the general elections
commission itself.

"I'm going home to shop, get my hair
done, get my nails done, get some
more money fro1n my parents, sleep in
a room without a roommate and take a
sho\ver without four other girls!"

Devlin Lighty, communication
sciences and disorders

"I'm going home to do some
shopping and eat better food."

Jatasha Johnson, broadcast
journalism
"I'm going to get lots of sleeping,
111aybe a little work done!"

Chrishona Payne, biology

See ACTIVISM, News A3

CAMPUS BRIEFS

University of No tre Dame
Gets New ID System
A new identifier, called
"ndID" will replace the old
system in which students'
Social Security numbers were
their primary identifiers. This
new system \'lill take place in
June of this year.
The ndIDs will appear
on class rosters and student
list produced by the Office of
the Registrar. Social Security
numbers will still be collected
for the admission and financial aid process, but \'lill no
longer be used as an identifier and will not appear on
printed list within the university.
The ndID number is a
nine digit number and will be
printed on ID cards for new
students or students replacing the old card after June.

West Virginia University North Carolina Central
Studen ts Raise Money Suffers I.im ited Faculty
for AIDS Awareness
The North Carolina
Last week students at Board of Nursing has set a
West Virginia University were cap at 123 students for North
asked to join an online global Carolina Central University's
petition and donate money nursing program. This cap
to the relief and research of was set because of the univerAIDS. In conjunction with sity's limited nursing faculty.
Nelson Mandela's 46664 There are not enough nurscampaign and the Institute ing teachers to accommodate
for Human Dignity, a West more students.
Virginia student organization
Also students can only
has started a program to pro- apply in the spring. This
mote awareness of the global spring, more than 200 juniors
community.
and seniors applied to the
A booth was set up on nursing program, but only 40
campus where the students will be admitted.
NCCU's nursing departcould sign the petition, gather
information, purchase 46664 ment is accredited by the
t-shirts, and make financial National League of Nursing,
and will remain accredited.
contributions to the cause.
The number 46664 was NCCU is one of few HBCU's
worn by Mandela when he with a nursing progran1.
was imprisoned for his efforts
to rid South Africa of apartSources: http://newsinheid.
fo.nd.edu, www.wvu.edu and
The group's goal was to www.nccu.edu
involve 80 percent or more
of the student body in the
Compiled by April Debose
petition and raise $20,000.
Contributing Writer

"I'm going on Alternative Spring Break
with the chapel to North Carolina."

"I'm doing nothing ... just staying
home, sleeping."

Jermaine Bell, music therapy
Arie Carter, psychology
''I'm going home and I' m probably going
down to Hampton."

Derek Rodgers, radio, television and film
"I'm going to Houston, Texas, \Vhere
it is a good 80 degrees! I'm going
to do some paint ballin', some dirt
bikin', goin' to the rodeo, spending
time with family."

indicative of the society at large.
"It's not just a problem at
Howard University, it reflects
the sentiments of the Black community," said Kevin Horton, a
sophomore international business major. Horton relates this
indifference with the priorities
of modern society.
"The problem of the 21st
century is that many people are
seeking profit and capital, and
our generation grew up on these
principles," Horton said.
Horton, president of the By
Any Means Necessary (BAMN)
coalition, feels that the issues
have changed dramatically since
the 1960s.
"Of course the scale of the
current student movement cannot compare to the massive
civil rights movement," Horton
said. "The students are changing things in our communities, especially in an economic
sense," Horton said, referring to
the money being invested back
into the Black community.

"I'm going ho1ne."

"I will be singing with the
Howard Gospel Choir and
then going to Atlanta."

A.J. Collins, accounting

Robbie Grinage, architecture
John Davis, radio-television-film
Compiled by LaShondra Booker
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Provost
Speaks
at
Charter
Day
Security Issue Shuts Down Party
ENGLISH, from Campus A 1

LATEX, from Campus A 1

the street and the curb so a
rush of people jumped the line.
8 p.m. only to find the
It was crazy," Elliott said.
doors closed, no club security
When Metropolitan police
and no barricades.
arrived at about 9:30 p.m. the
"There was no one availparty was officially cancelled.
able to control the line out"If police are called to a
side the club," Elliott said.
club, it has to shut down and
"Students crowded around the
an automatic fine is issued to
front door, spilling into the
the owners," Francois said.
street. Louisiana and Texas
"Luckily the Louisiana
club members along with only
and Texas clubs did not pay
one club official tried to get
up front or else we would have
the crowd in order."
lost money," Francois said.
Later, Elliott said, the
"This is the third year the
owner of the club came out to
LATEX party has been shut
organize the lines ancl threatdown and the second year the
ened to shut the club down if
party has been at Kili's."
order was not regained
The LATEX party has
Security asked students to
become synonymous with
move back and began pushing
Howard University'<; social
the crowded line in an attempt
scene and most students
to move people away from the
anticipate the event every
entrance Elliott said.
year, which caused frustration
As a result, students from
for students, even those who
the back of the line made their
weren't in attendance.
way to the front---resulting in
Senior legal communicachaos.
tions major Steve Mobley has
"There were no barricades
never been to a LATEX pa1ty,
to serve as a barrier between
but felt bad for friends who

could not get in.
"I decided to hang out
with friends instead of going
to the LATEX party but I think
it was bad that people did not
get in," Mobley said. "People
look forward to it every year."
Kili's Kafe Lounge and
Nightclub is owned by Howard
University alumni and was an
ideal club because of its close
proJSimity to campus.
"We selected Kili's because
it's a convenient spot to go
clubbing, but we don't plan on
ever having the LATEX party
at Kili's again," Francois said.
Due to the extensive
amount of planning, the
LATEX party cannot be
rescheduled for this year.
"It costs too much money
to plan a party. It's also time
consuming," Francois said.
"We will definitely be back
next spring and are looking
into a LATEX 4.5 at homecoming."

Show Hightlights Howard Grads
ART, from Campus A 1

including cut paper, oil and
wood, among others.
Those in attendance took
time to closely examine the intricacies of each piece and some
were left speechless, often only
saying, "this is amazing."
As guests ate light refreshments and listened to music
provided by a jazz quartet, the
artists were available to answer
questions and autograph the
catalogues, which were available
for purchase.
The artists in attendance
were honored to hav.: their work
selected and be recognized by
the university for their contribu-

tions to the art world.
" This is such a special place
and people who have come out
of here are known nationally
and internationally," said artist
Ayokunie Odeleye, who received
his bachelors in Fine Arts in
1974 and his masters in 1975.
"This is a special place for
students. It allowe<l Black students to be themselves and we
have influenced the national
scene of art in this country. The
legacy of this place is tremendous."
Besides the actual artwork,
Baker hopes that this exhibition
will draw students to visit the
gallery in the future for other

exhibitions.
"We really want students
to know about us," Baker said.
"The university art gallery is
here in Childers Hall, because
a lot of students get us confused
with the gallery in Blackburn.
You don't need to be an art student to come over."
The exhibition will be open
until May 29, Monday through
Friday from 9:30 a.m. through
4:30 p.m. and on weekends from
noon until 4:oop.m. The art gallery will also host lectures and
tours for special invited guests.

after hundreds of videos and
pornographic photos of children
were discovered. The pictures
were taken by a U.N. official and
also include images of naked
Congolese children perforn1ing
sexual acts.
"My heart is broken ...They
raped my daughter when she
was 12 years old," Man1an Pastor
told Fox News. "From the time
the white man raped her she is
not the same. She always wants

to be alone."
The rapes are also contributing to the spread of HIV in the
male population of Congo, as is
the case for 25-year-old Rasta
Usher. Usher contracted the disease from his 17-year-old wife,
who contracted the AIDS virus
from a U.N. peacekeeper and
spread it to the couple's child.
"I know the United Nations
is here to support us, but it's
unbelievable for me to see a
thing like this," Usher said. "The
one that came to supp01t us is

Mrolo Rl'<d· Srarr PhOIOjlropher

The 138th anniversary of the founding of Howard was celebrated with music and ~ procession of university luminaries.

a powerful Howard alum," said
Dustin Gavin, a freshman civil
engineering major.
A moment of silence was
observed in tribute of the late
Ossie Davis, who passed away
Feb. 4 at the age of 87. He was the
2004 Charter Day Convocation
speaker.
During the middle of convocation, President Swygert was
acknowledged for all of his hard
work in revitalizing academic
success at Howard and establishing a rich legacy. In July,
S\vygert will celebrate his 10year anniversary as the president of the university.
lmani Josey, freshman print

00

journalism major, said her favorite part of convocation was the
scene of Cramton Auditorium.
"I enjoyed seeing all of
the professors, trustees and
the musical selection from the
Howard University choir," Josey
said.
Other Howard students were
inspired by the occasion.
"Charter Day was a good
event and I felt excited because
it is Howard's i38th anniversary
and it influenced me to carry on
the Howard legacy," said Krystal
Champaign, freshman television
production major.

or

Former Girl Scouts

Peacekeepers Bring Havoc for
Congolese Women and Children
HIV, from Campus A 1

of a unique student body
with high abilities.
"I am proud of Howard for
graduating graduates with different races and creeds," English
said
He also stated that Howard
has more on campus Ph.D.
recipients than any other university.
English also pointed out that
he believed what sets Howard
apart from other schools is the
achievements of the faculty and
alumni. English noted past faculty members such as Ralph
Bunche, who was the first person of color to win a Nobel Peace
Prize. Also English recognized
Edward F. Franklin for his logical innovation influence on the
study of the Negro family.
During the convocation ceremony four alumni were awarded.
The four alumni achievement award recipients were Dr.
Walter J . Leonard, in the field
of education and Civil Rights;
Charles J . McDonald M.D., in
the fields of medicine and community service; Wendy Raquel
Robinson, in the field of entertainment; Dr. Thelma Barnaby
Thompson, in the field of education.
Some students were inspired
by the honor that was bestowed
on the award recipients.
"Seeing
how
Howard
acknowledged its alumni showed
that Howard truly appreciates
its students and encouraged me
to stay focused on my education
so one day I could be viewed as

the one that took our ladies.... "
The U.N. has a policy discouraging
sexual
contact
benveen
peacekeepers and
women. However, the policy
does not require peacekeepers to be tested for HIV before,
during or after their six-month
tours of duty.
The United States has urged
mandatory HIV testing for U.N.
peacekeepers and supports
actions to be taken by the U.N.
to prevent further sexual abuse
of women and children.

WERE YOU A GIRL SCOUT AS
A SENIOR IN HIGH SCHOOL?
IF SO, A SPECIAL
RECOGNITION JS PLANNED
FOR YOU ON
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 200
TO CELEBRATE

93 YEARS OF GIRL SCOUTING
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
Pl.EASE EMAIL ME BY
MARCH 11, 2005

7:

EMAIL: VHORTON@HOWARD.
EDU
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Martha Stewart Enjoying Home After Prison Release
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World Editor

Domestic diva Martha Stewart
spent her first weekend fr{ e from
prison getting reacquainted with hci
Bedford New York estate and chatting
with reporters.
··Everything is good. I'm just getting acclimated, it's a lot different here
than at Alderson," Stewart told reporters in reference to the prison she had
just left in Alderson, W. Va.
Over the weekend Stewart made
numerous appearances for reporters
.md fans gathered outside her home,
11ten ti1ues having staff members offer
them doughnuts, coffee and hot choco·
late.
Stewart also spent ample time
walking the grounds of her estate.
At one point she was seen going into
horse stables on her propert). Though
she seemed to be enjoying herself,
Stewa1t's freedom lo roam her 153acre suburban estate will be curtailed
soon because she will be fitted with an
electronic anklet and put under house
arrest for five months.
She will be confined most!) to tht;
inside of her home, with major restrictions on how far she can roam the
many acres of her estate.
Stewart, who will be monitored by
federal authorities, will be allowed to

leave her home for 48 hours weekly to
go to her offices and work. The anklet
is the second part of Stewart's sentence
for lying lo federal investigators about
a stock trade in 2001.
With the eyes of the world watching early Friday morning, Stewart, with
her daughter Alexis by her side, was
released from her West Virginia prison.
The release was carried live by several
media outlets, including CNN, which
dedicated hours of coverage.
Helicopters followed her SUV as
it drove for 22 minutes ·to Greenbrier
Valley Airport, where Stewart boarded her prh·ate jet and flew home to
New York. Before boarding the plane,
Stewart released her first statement
and said that priso•• had changed her
life.
"The experience of the last five
months in Alderson, W. Va. has been
life-altering and life-affirming," the
statement read. "So1neday, I hope to
have the chance to talk 1nore about all
that has happened, the extraordinary
people I have met here and all that I
have learned."
Stewart, one of the world's richest
women, aid she would never forget
the friends she made in prison. "I will
never forget the friends that I met here,
all that they have done to help me over
these five months, their children and
the stories they have told me," Stewart

said in her statement.
Stewart will visit her offices for the
first tin1e since her release Monday.
Business analyst say Monday will be
the beginning of an uphill battle for
Stewart to reclaim her thrown as one of
America's most savvy business executives.
Though the value of stock in her
company has doubled, circulation of
her magazine and ad revenues have
declined. Also, Martha Stewart Living
Omni Media Inc. reported a fourth
quarter Joss of 1nore than $7 million
last week.
Despite the battles ahead, Stewart
is already off to a good start in reclaiming her status as a businesswoman and
media mogul.
1\vo new television shows in the
works for Stewart, including a spin
off of "The Apprentice," are scheduled
to begin production. Stewart is also
looking to expand her company, possibly selling frozen foods and home
improvement products.
Stewart will have the title of
"founder" instead of "chief executive·
when she officially resumes work with
her company.
Legal analysts said Stewart is
unlikely immediately to reclaim the title
of "chief executive," because she still
faces a civil suit filed against her by the
Securities and Exchange Commission.

Martha Stewart was released from prison Friday after serving five months
for lying to federal investigators about a stock trade.

Where Are the Next Black Leaders?
BY FARREN HINTON
Contributing Writer

Many wonder to whom Al Sharpton (pictured) and Jesse
J<1ckson will be passing the torch.

~Nation

&

World
Briefs

Pope Blesses Crow·d from
Hospital
Pope John Paul II blessed
a cheering crowd gathered
below his hospital room window Sunday. The blessing was
the second that the pope has
given since being hospitalized
for respiratory problems last
month.
When the blessing was
over, a Vatican spokcsrnan
natl :i statement to the crowd
from the pope. In it, the pope
thanked the world for " ...the
many signs of affections I am
receiving. This is a very important sign for me, which makes
me give thanks to God."
Vatican officials have not
given a date for when the pope
will be released from the hospital, but in a statement last week
officials said it is oossible he
will return home by Easter.

Iraqi Assembly To Meet
Later This Month
Iraqi officials said over the
weekend that they will hold

the first meeting for the newly
elected Iraqi National Assembly
on March 16, 2005.
Officials agreed that it was
important for the assembly to
meet despite ongoing negotiations on who will fill key positions in the new Iraqi government. Leaders from Iraq's
Kurdish population suggested
the date. March 16 marks the
17-ycar anniversary of Saddam
Hussein's use of poison gas
against the Kurds in a town
located in northern Iraq.

In times of need, injustice
and oppression, the Black community has grown accustomed
to calling on leaders such as
the Rev. Jesse Jackson and Al
Sharpton.
Though they are still effective and forces with which to be
reckoned, each has been a leader
for many years and could decide
at anytime to step down, giving
their positions to up and coming
leaders.
So far, no one has emerged
who quite fits the mold of a
Jackson or Sharpton or, for that
matter, even seems willing to
take on the challenges that come
with being the head of Black
leadership in Ameiica. So where
are the new Black leaders?
" ...This generation is in an
interesting time of change where
I can't predict who the next Black

to survive in the Senate.

Officer Says At Least 100
Terrorists Operating In
Britain

The retired head of London's
police force, Sir John Stevens,
said over the weekend that at
least ioo terrorists trained by AlQaeda arc operating in Britain.
Stevens said the threat posed
by Al-Qaeda warrants tougher
anti-terror policies, including
one being considered in British
parliament that calls for placSenate to Vote on
ing terror suspects under house
Minimum Wage Proposals arrest without charges.
"As you read this, there
The United States Senate are at least 100 Osama bin
plans to vote Monday on Laden trained terrorists walkwhether to raise the minimum ing Britain's streets, The nmn'"'age for the first time in eight ber is probably nearer 200 ... the
years. Both Republicans and cunning of Al-Qaeda means we
Democrats are offering compet- can't be exact," Stevens wrote
ing plans for the wage increase, in a British newspaper. " ...They
which is expected to be an would all commit devastatadded part to bankruptcy legis- ing terror attacks against us
lation already being considered if they could, even those born
in the Senate.
and brought up here." Stevens
A plan
from
Senate retired last month.
Democrats calls for raising the
minimum wage by more than Dr. King Memorial in
$2. In his plan, Sen. Edward Trouble
1\1. Kennedy, D-1\fass, calls for
raising minimum wage to $7.25
The project to build a
over 26 months. The Republican memorial to Dr. Martin Luther
proposal calls for a more mod- King Jr. on the National Mall
est increase but seeks to change may be facing a funding crito a 40-hour work-week. A sis. Fundraising efforts for the
plan from Republican Senator memorial took in $5 million in
Rick Santorun1, R-Pa., calls for 2004, despite a goal of raisa tax cut for small businesses ing more than $30 million for
and proposes an increase of the year. Total contributions for
$i.10 to minin1um wage over 18 the projrct total $35 million,
months.
which is less than a third of the
The House says it has no amount needed for the monuplans to vote on a wage increase ment to begin construction in
this year, which may make any 2006.
action by the Senate fruitless.
To help in fundraising
Both Kennedy and Santorum's efforts, the project to build the
proposals need at least 60 votes memorial will enlist the help

leaders will be;· said Howard in this concept, it retiu-ds their
University Political Science motivation to become leaders."
In recent years, the Black
Professor, Osei Robertson. "No
one wants to step up to the youth have made some efforts
plate.~ Robertson said that socito becon1e more socially active
ety as a whole, particularly the and aware. Often, this involves
Black community, is becoming a merging hip-hop with issues
very individualistic society and important to young Blacks. The
that today's youth are primarily most recent of which was Sean
concerned with what life has to "P.Diddy" Combs and his 2004
offer them as opposed to making 'Vote or Die' campaign. During
sacrifices for the greater good the 2004 presidential election,
of society. "No one is interest- Combs and other hip-hop music
ed in making any type of social moguls like Russell Simmons,
change," Robertson said. "I can helped to mobilize an entire genonly hope that the nex-t genera- eration of B\ack youth to vote.
tion of leadens shows face and
Since its founding, Howard
shows face earlier, and that they has been referred to as "The
are more aggressive than the ?.1ecca," a place for the greatest
older generations."
of Black minds to converge and a
Others, like Dr. L. Ammons nesting ground for the next leadof the Howard University ers of the Black community. With
Department of African American organizations such as Howard
Studies, said, "A majorit\ of our University Student Association
generation's ideals focus around (IIUSA) and Undergraduate
a "bling bling 'culture', and the Student Association (UGSA) on
belief that it is unappealing to be campus, I Ioward is continuing
intellectual. If the youth helieve its legacy of nurturing the skills

of future leaders for both the
Black and the global communities.
Byron Stewart, a junior print
journalism major who is running
for HUSA president, believes
that there is not a lack of student leaders ... I actually think
that there are a lot of student
leaders. Their actions are not as
overt as some n1ight hope them
to be, but they do exist," Stewart
said. wAnyone can choose to be
a student leader whether they
choose to lead by example or in
academia ..,
Tim Jenkins, a Howard
alumnus and former mernber of
SNNC (the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating
Committee),
believes that, in order to find
more Black leaders we must
first "nurture those that we have
chosen to represent us." He
added, "Just electing them is not
enough. We must continue to
support them ~

of the National Basketball
Association and actors I lalle
Berry and Morgan Freeman,
who will filn1 promotional campaigns. Most of the funds raised
so far have come from corporate donors, including $10 nlillion from General l\1otors.

different scenarios.
According to the report, the
worst of the epidemic is still to
come. It says there is no magic
bullet solution and th1;re 1s a
danger of AIDS fatigue, meaning the momentum to fight the
epidemic could wane. \Vomen,
it adds, were increasin ,r)) bearing the brunt of the cpidc1nic
"There is no single policv
prescription that \~ill change
the outcome of the epidemic,.,
the report, due to be launched
in Addis Ababa on Friday by
UNAIDS head Peter Piot, states.
"The death toll will continue to
rise no matter what is done.

EYE

ECOWAS Says No
Elections Before April

Bush Issues Pardons
President Bush issued eight
pardons over the weekend,
bringing his total to 39 since
taking office. Despite issuing
eight, Bush is still ranked near
the bottom in terms of the number of pardons issued by presidents. His father, President
George H.W. Bush, issued 77
pardons during his single term
in office.
President Bill Clinton gave
out 456 pardons during his two
terms in office, including i76 on
his last day in office. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt leads all
presidents. Ile issued 3,687
pardons during four terms in
office.
Compiled by Keui11 IiarTis
Nation & Wodd Editor

24

West African neighbors trying to end Togo·s leadership
transition crisis have concluded that preseidcntal elections
will not realistically happen
until after April 24.
"Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS)
has taken into account the
various stages of the electoral
process, notably revising electoral lists, studying candidates'
dossiers, and the campaign
itself," said Adrienne Diop, a
spokeswo1nan for the 15-nation
ECOWAS.

Africa's AIDS Toll Could
Reach 80 Million by 2025
More than So million people living in Africa could die
from AIDS by 2025 unless concerted actions are taken that
could save some of these lives,
a new report by UNAIDS said
on Friday.
The report entitled, "AIDS
in Africa: Three Scenarios to
2025" paints a bleak picture of
the impact of HIV on the continent. It gives a detailed glimpse
into the epidemic over a 20year period and outlines three

Canada Doubles Support
for Africa
The Canadian government
yesterday announced that it will
double its aid to Africa.
The pledge contained in the
2005 Federal Budget is part
of an additional $3-4 billion
billion) increase in Canada's
international assistance over
the next five years, with the
goal of doubling the aid from
its 2003-04 level by 2008-09
fiscal year.
Presenting
his
2005
Federal Budget on February
23, Canadian Finance Minister
Ralph Goodale said the increase
confirmed his country's continued support to help Africa
overcome the ovenvhelming
challenges of poverty, debt and
disease.
"By almost any n1easure,
Africa is a continent in crisis," said Goodale. "More than
260,000 people die in Africa of
Aids and malaria - the equivalent of a tsunami - every single
month.

!11fonnationfrom allafrica.com
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE
I

~.,.__

-

2005-2006

Qualifications: Undergraduate-Sophomore, Junior, Senior - 2.5 (GPA) average. Must be

a Residence Hall occupant for a minimum of one academic year, a record of active participation
and positive leadership in hall programs and activities.
Responsibilities: R.A.s. work under the supervision of the Residence Hall Community
Director, work a minimum of ten ( 10) hours per week, assist with hall openings and closings,

work with 40 to 60 students occupying a floor, assist with all hall programs and activities,
attend all meetings called by the Con1munity Director and assist with administrative
responsibilities.
Employment: Is for one year and includes a taxable stipend of 1,000.00, paid in monthly

installments plus free room rent for the academic year. Reappointment for a second year is
possible, but requires a new application.

We Need Good People Interested in
Self Development and
Helping Others
Secure application online at
www.howard.edu/howardlife/
residence,complete and submit to the
Office of Residence Life
2400 4th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20059

On or before March 11, 2005
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Boo to the Bleached Blondes
CAROLE COX

blamed and shan1ed in their
own name for their own selfBlondes are an extremely created bad stereotype.
Nothing bleached brurare color minority of approximately 3 percent of all adult nettes do has anything to do
with blondes. Bleached brufemales in the United States.
Brunettes are the majority nettes are hiding behind
by far, with 95 percent of all blondes and causing them to
adult females in the U.S. being be in a forced relationship
w:ith w01nen that are known
brunette.
According to
Clairol to be, and are proud of being,
stats from 2004, a massive cheap dumb sluts. The mil4 0 percent of brunettes were lions and millions of dumb
already fully bleached and had bleached brunette jokes are
assumed the name blonde. not wrong, they are just wrongBlondes are actively disassoci- ly named as "Blonde" jokes.
ating from bleached brunettes. Since bleached brunettes volWe want them ousted and untarily join this unsavory
we want them to be named, group they have no reason to

complain that they are in this
group. Don't you remember
the blackface minstrels that
were really white people who
jumped up and down on stage
showing that Blacks were stupid sub-human losers? Well,
look around, on stage today all
you see is bleached brunettes
incessantly yelling ''Blonde!
Blonder! Blondest!" while they
pull Jown their pants for the
camera. It's not Blondes that
are doing this. It's bleached
brunettes like Britney Spears,
Christina Aguilera and Pan1ela
Anderson. Pass it on. Don't
have a Bleached Brunette
Moment and fail me.

Swygert Gives $1 Million to Howard
At the 81st annual Charter
Day Dinner students, faculty
and alumni gathered in their finest black-tie attire to celebrate
the University.
Dr. Floretta Dukes McKenzie,
chainvoman of the Board of
Trustees announced
that President H.
Patrick Swygert had
just donated $1 million in personal contributions to Howard.
During his tenure as
president, he has contributed over $2 million to this campus.
Once we took a look at his
annual salary. which isn't far
fron1 seven figures, we realized
the magnitude of his graciousness.
How many of us can really
say we would donate more than
a year's worth of paychecks to
the place we work? Many of us
wouldn't unless we were truly
that committed.

Many Historically Black
Colleges and Universities lack
financial stability and ample
resources.
This setback often rears its
ugly head in the forms of unorganized programs or inadequate

our university.
He may be the third highest
paid president, but this isn't a
bad thing because he is consistent in advancing us as well.
We also appreciate Swygert's
humility. Many people in his
position would broadcast their donations
and achievements just
to get the attention
and recognition.
If it weren't for
Dr. McKenzie making
the audience aware,
many of us would11't
have known about his
facilities. We have a long way generosity. The Hilltop hasn't
to go. but we know Swygert's received any press releases and
hand and fundraising ability has the Howard Website isn't boastplaced us in a better position.
ing either.
When he eventually retires,
When a president is as quiet
we know his legacy will be his and humble about giving to the
extensive campaigning.
University, it makes us feel his
When we are going to class motives are genuine and he realand studying for exams, he is ly cares. We appreciate him and
traveling across the country get- his leadership tremendously.
ting companies to give money to

Our View:

We appreciate this donation and are thankful he's a
greatfundraiser.
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Howard Bison Men Lose Another Game at Home
when they started to pressure
us, we started getting out of our
offense," said sophomore guard
Both the Delaware State Will Gant, who lead the Bison
Hornets and the Howard Bison with 16 points.
had something to play for in
The Hornets fifth consecutheir final tune-up for the MEAC tive victory gave them their
Tournament. The Hornets need- fourteenth win against a MEAC
ed a win to secure first place opponent, which set a new school
in the MEAC, while the Bison record. With Coppin State's 59wanted to snap out of their 15- 57 Joss to Morgan state, Delaware
game losing streak. It was clear State clinched the MEAC regfrom the opening lip-off, who ular season title. The Hornets
wanted to win the game more.
will have the number one spot
After freshmen forward in the 2005 MEAC Tournament
Sidney Nickleson, who had 12 this week in Richn1ond, VA.
points and five rebounds, scored ·The Bison lost their sixteentn
the first basket of the game, the consecutive game and will likeHornets used a 16-4 run, capped ly take on Florida A&M in the
by a three-pointer by senior !v1EAC Tournament.
guard Bruce Davis to take a 16"We don't look past a team,"
6 lead and never looked back. said sophomore guard Jahsha
Despite cutting the deficit to sin- Bluntt, who paced the Hornets
gle digits on three occasions, the with 12 points. "Every team we
Bison (5-22 overall, 2-16 in the play against, we play our hearts
MEAC) were unable to forge a out and hope to come up vlith
comeback as they were defeated the win."'
by the Hornets (16-13 overall,
Offensively, the Bison shot
14-4 in MEAC) 64-57.
just 37 percent from the field.
"We started off well, but as The guard duo of sophomore's
the [first] half kept going, we Darek "Skip" Mitchell, Will Gant
just got a little bit unfocused and
BY JONATHAN DAVIS
Contributing Writer

and freshmen guard Reggie
Bates, shot 6 for 15 from threepoint range, but shot only 9 for
32 overall fron1 th<: floor.
Delaware State on the other
hand did not shoot the ball well
from the floor either, shooting
only 39 percent, including 37
percent in the second half and
had nine turnovers, resulting in
11 Bison points.
"Howard had a lot to do witl1
that," said I Io mets head coach
Greg J ackson. "Coach Allen has
lost a lot of basketball games
and to have his tean1 play that
hard is a testimony to him ...
A big reason why the Hornets
were able to assume control of
this game was because of their
strong first-half defense, where
they forced 12 turnovers leading
to 14 points. For the game, the
Bi5on turned the ball over 15
times, which lead to 15 Hornet
points.
"We had key turnovers, ..
said sophomore fonvard Darryl
Hudson, who scored 13 points
and five rebounds. "\Ve just
See SUMMITT, News A9

l:f
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Howard University fans react as the Bison lose their 16th straight game. The Bison men have
only won five games this entire season.

Steroid Users Suffer Harsher
Penalties Under New Agreement
BY ALFONS PRINCE
Contributing Writer

A new steroid testing agreement gives
a lo-day suspension for any player who
tests positive for a performance-enhancing drug; a 30-day suspension for a second
time offender; 60 days for a third positive
test and a full year ban from baseball for a
fourth positive test.
Under the old agreement, the penalty
for ;i first time offender was only counseling and his name was kept private. This
agrce1nent is tougher not only for the reasons stated above but also because after
the first positive test, the name of the
player caught using these drugs will be
publicly revealed.
The controversy surrounding the topic
ofsteroids in Major League Baseball (MLB)
has escalated since leaks from the BALCO
investigation testimony surfaced. It has
been increasingly hard to keep track of
all the names that have emerged on what
seems to be an ongoing black list within
the MLB.
From coaches Tony La Russa to general managers Kevin Towers and John
Schuerholz and players like J eff Kent,
everyone has had an opinion about steroids.
This has caused both Major League
Baseball and the Players Association of
Major League Baseball to come up with a
new agreement that gives harsher penalties for those who are caught using these
dangerous performance enhancers.
Some athletes still do not think that
this deal is tough enough.
Jeff Kent, a second baseman for the
Los Angeles Dodgers said, 'Tm disappointed with Major League Baseball and
the Players Association for not implanting a plan that is completely solid." Kent
added, "Baseball players who aren't illegal
dn1g users feel cheated."
Some within the baseball world are
just happy that there is a deal in place,
eliminating the era in which people in the
front office were not able to do anything in

Richard Ort• · \P l'tt rto

Some players like Dodgers second baseman, Jeff Kent, believe more still needs
to be done to enforce a drug-free league.

previous situations except ask. No more
stories like those of John Schuerholz, the
Atlanta Braves general manager, who routinely confronted players about rumors
that they were using steroids.
However, Schuerholz could only get
so far, giving this statement "If we had
our suspicions, all we could do is ask the
player and if the player said no, we were
done. We had nowhere to go. Our hands
were tied behind our backs."
Hopefully, >vith the new agreement,
the unresolved situations of the past will
not continue. There will be random testing
of all 30 teams in an effort to curtail the
backlash that baseball has been getting
with regards to steroids. The testing actu-

ally began on

~larch

3 \vith the Florida

~tarlins.

Howard students have varied opinions on this subject. Some students like
Candvce Muns, a senior chemical engineering major forms hopes that the records
of the players won't be tainted. She stated,
"After the resurgence within baseball as
far as the home runs go, I really hope that
these players didn't cheat to get where
they are today."
This is a sentiment is shared by
other dedicated baseball fans. However,
while the ~11.B attempts to get their ship
straightened out, many have agreed that
this new drug-testing program is a step in
the right direction.

Summitt Takes Basketball to New Heights
BY ASHLEY ROSS

Bluegrass," Adolph F. Rupp, during his tenure at the University
of Kentucky. However with
For 31 seasons, Tennessee the Lady Vols victory over
Head Coach Pat Summitt has Vanderbilt this past Saturday
erected a women's basketball 76-73, Summitt surpassed her
empire that has included six predecessor and now just trails
NCAA championships and 19 Dean Smith's record of 879 wins
trips to the Final Four.
and 254 Josses.
Honored in 2000 as the
Summitt told the Associated
Naismith Women's Collegiate Press, "I feel it very hard to even
Coach of the Centmy, Summit imagine being in his (Rupp's)
is now about to reach a new company. It's all because the
plateau.
University of Tennessee has
After surpassing Adolph F. given me the chance to coach
Rupp's record of 876 wins and for 31 years. They're the ones
190 losses •vith the University responsible."
of Kentucky, Summitt is on the
Now with a number two
verge of holding the most wins seed in this year's tournament,
ever for any coach in collegiate and four Lady Vols: Shyra
basketball.
Ely, Shanna Zolman, Alexis
Growing up, Summitt was Hornbuckle and Nicky Anosike
an avid fan of the "Baron of named to the All-SEC team,
Sporls Editor

Coach Summitt has nlore than
a chance at breaking Smith's
record. With 877 wins and onl)
171 losses, not to mention an
84 percent winning average, victory seems· almost inevitable for
Summitt.
In a press release on the
Lady Vols' official website, Coach
Summitt noted, "You win with
dedicated, talented players who
get the job done. Over the years,
we have had a list of who's who
in women's basketball, and I am
just thankful to. have had the
opportunity to coach so many
great student-athletes."
Summitt was a phenomenal
athlete herself at the Uni\'ersity
of Tennessee at Martin and
thereafter as an Olympian. In
1973, she participated in the
U.S. World University Games

t•

and won a silver medal.
Then in i975, Sun11nitt was
a member of the Pan-American
gold medal team, the U.S.
national team to Taiwan and the
World championship team.
In 1976 at the XXI Olympic
Games in Montreal, Summitt,
who was co-captain, led her
team to a silver medal. Then in
1984, Summit's coaching abilities were revered as she led the
U.S. women's team to their first
See SUMMITT, News A9
",. • .u1lad) 'oh.c• lff'lt\port1.rom

Just shy of Coach Dean
Smith's record of 879 wins,
Coach Pat Summitt Is hoping
to rise to the top the rankings
as the all-time winningest
collegiate basketball coach.

Where is the Love?
the team instead of the band."
Men's basketball
Head
Coach Frankie Allen was a little
University of l\1arvland more optimistic. \Vhcn asked
students and supporters .filled about his perception of Howard
the basketball arena to capac- fans, Coach Allen answered,
il), bleeding school colors while "It's tough to find support dursporting team paraphernalic ing such a difficult sc:ason and
during the 2004 ACC champi- we are appreciative of those who
onships.
show up."
The Maryland Terrapins
Sophomore physical theracaptured the ACC title over Duke py major and men's basketball
the same year. Is there a direct guard, Darek l\fitchell, agreed
correlation between ~taryland's saying, 'The presence of fans
endless fan support and success- does have an affect on our tean1's
ful season?
court performance, as with most
Howard men's basketball schools. Even though students
was not that fortunate. They might come lo \\ :\tch th<: band
currently possess a 2-15 record and socialize, their attendance is
in the Ml.AC conference, which valued nonetheless.··
could be on account of several
Perhaps next year's men's
factors, but could lack of fan basketball could experience a
support from Howard University fraction of lhc Terrapins' sucstudents be one of the1n?
cess if the fan base were larger.
"I feel like I'm at a fash- Se,·eral students noted that the
ion show eve!) time I attend lack of ticket availability and
the men's basketball gan1es. short notice left them without a
There are no blue and white col- ticket and ac<'eptance into Burr
ors floating around, no signs. on game dnys. If tickets were
or Howard ..,ca1 ... said K·lllin made easil) accessible, perhaps
1lo'ikins, ,. jmuor filn1 major and there would h more all(· dees
extreme sports advocate. "It's and in turn. more support for
like eve1yonc is dressing up for the Bison.
homecoming instead of a bas"I would definitely attend
ketball game
more games if there \\c p\·eHoskins as well as many aways or half-time participaothers acknowledged the Jack tion!" said Jessica Holloway, a
of school spirit during home sophomore education major.
gan1es. Tht> audience tends to
l\1ore incentive for students
become a chorus during the sec- to attend seen1s to be a popular
ond half. Does synchronizing solution for added suppo t1.
"Candy Rain" really hvpc up the
"Next year,
rnarketing
basketball team after a stressful strategies will be implicated to
first half? Perhaps the spirit of increase the fan base for Howard
the Section Eight Crew should basketball,"' Allen said.
expand to all sections of the gym
According Coach Allen, this
so fight songs will take the place marketing team \viii find ways to
of old 90s love ballads.
get fans involved in the game so
When asked why he attends that their attention is not divertbasketball gan1es, Quintin Reid, ed elsewhere.
a freshman psychology major,
Pep rallies may be a quick
said, "Per-;,)nally, I love the fix. Some of the top Division I
game, but ti 1 others it's like one men's basl,etball programs 1n
big party and the band is the the nation such as Georgia Tech,
deejay. If men's basketball were LSU and Virginia Tech conhaving a better season, attendees duct pep rallies before games to
might focus their attention on enthuse fans and players.
BY TAYLOR MASON
Contributing Writer
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Lasting Loss for the Bison
the deficit to 47-38 with 5:32 seed to face the seventh seedremaining. A three-pointer by ed Florida A&M Rattlers on
came out slow and wasn't
Mitchell cut the deficit to 58-52 Monday at 5 p.m. in the play-in
playing as a team."
round at the Arthur Ashe Center
with 38 seconds left.
The Hornets also made
Unfortunately, the Bison in Richmond, VA.
key offensive plays including a
were forced to foul in the closWhile this is a match-up
ferocious dunk by senior guard
ing moments and Delaware that is in the Bison's favor, they
Aaron Williams, who finished
State made six of their last eight have to execute in the closing
with 11 points, to start the secfrom the foul line in the closing moments, which they did not do
ond half, that gave the Hornets
moments. The Hornets for the in their 77-74 at the Rattlers on
a 36-17 lead and nearly took the
game shot 18 for 25 from the Jan.31
wind out of Howard's sails.
charity stripe, including going
"We have to be able to take it
"That play was an isolation
16 for 21 in the second half.
one possession at a time," Allen
play for Aaron Williams to go
Howard on the other hand · said. "Every possession is a key
one-on-one and he did a nice
shot only 11-18 from the line one for us, even if it's 18 minutes
crossover move," Bluntt said.
in the second-half, which hurt to go in the first half, we can't
"The lane was wide open and he
their chances of a comeback. have what I call 'wasted posseswent up for the dunk and he got
They shot 15 for 22 for the game sions.' If we can just win a game,
an and one."
at the line.
our confidence level is going to
Trailing 36-17, a lay up by
The Bison will now turn their go way up. The tournament is a
Bates and a three-pointer by
focus to the MEAC Tournament new day and that's what I love
Gant ignited a 22-11 run that cut
as they will enter as the tenth about the game of basketball."
SUMMITT, from Sports A8

Summit Rises to ,College Fame
SUMMITT, from Sports A8

gold medal in Olympic
competition.
Though she is revered on
the court, Summitt has built
a legacy off the court too. In
2000, Summit's Lady Vols
were honored at the ESPYs
as the Team of the Decade,
sharing the honor with the
Florida State football team.
In 1999, Summit was
inducted into the inaugu-

ral class of the Women's plishing this feat.
Basketball Hall of Fame. And
On the Lady Vols' webjust a year later, Summitt was site, Summitt said, "I think
inducted into the Basketball this team can definitely make
Hall of Fame in an elite class a run at a championship. I
that includes Isiah Thomas, think we have to continue to
Bob
McAdoo,
Morgan be able to defend and rebound
Wootten, C.M. Newton and as we have traditionally done
Danny Biasone.
for years in postseason. You
Now with the Lady Vols have to influence how teams
in the run for their 11th tour- play in the NCAAs. I do not
nament title, Coach Sun1mitt think you can just go in and
believes this year's team is try to outscore people."
more than capable of accom-

Smaller Airlines Taking Over
Big Airline Routes
TVs in the headrests, comfortexciting bonus features, able seats and are on time."
"JetBlue provides televithese airlines are particularly
inviting to low-budget college sions in each seat, and you can
pick whatever channel you want
students.
"I fly Delta because I live in to watch. They have nonstop
Atlanta and it's the most avail- flights and it is extremely cheap,"
able since it is based in there," said freshman telecommunicasaid Kyle Burnett, a freshman tions major Paris Jackson, who
economics major who flies about said she flies about six times a
seven times a year. "Those perks year and is a loyal JetBlue cusare definitely not available with tomer.
"I love it; it accommoDelta, and especially since I am
a college student now, I might dates the passengers with long
really have to consider switch- flights. There is usually nothing to do on a flight that is five
ing airlines."
Senior film major Lawrence hours, so if you can watch TV
and movies then it is perfect,"
Abbott agreed.
"Most of the commercial continued Jackson, who lives in
airlines I've been on suck-dis- California.
Slowly but surely, these
gusting food, delays, too much
air conditioning, small space," smaller airlines are building up
Abbott said. "But I've heard that to compete with major commerthe smaller ones nave space, cial airlines.
"The big airlines are too

SUMMITT, from Life & Style A10

comfortable. These gimmicks
are giving the young companies
a chance because there is nothing to lose switching airlines,"
said Abbott, who is not the only
student that feels this way.
"The lower prices of these
smaller airlines will make it
hard for the major airlines,"
Burnett added. "With Delta, the
only perks I get are pretzels and
a small drink.''
"I used to fly Southwest,
Delta and American," Jackson
said. "But now I don't, so that
says it all."
Perhaps the headaches of
major commercial airlines are a
thing of the past. With smaller,
nlore luxurious, yet cheaper airlines on the rise, aerial travel
appears to be looking up.

How to Place
a Hilltop Ad in
7 days!
Day 1)
Make sure you place an order for
your ad, and turn in the service request or make
payment arrangements.
ay 2) Send your ad via email in PDF or jpeg
format (Send to hilltopbusiness@yahoo.com)
ay 3) If there are problems sending the ad via
email, bring a copy to the Hilltop Business
office. (We are located in the West Towers on the
Plaza level across from the mailroom.)

Call or email to insure and verify
insertion
of your ad. (Hilltop Business: 202.806.4749)

HlJCM (1oss of 2008 "Health ruul \Vellness Week''
Purpose;To promote participation in and knO\vledgc of hual~ i~ucs that affect AfricanAmer1001s today
"lnrreasing Minority Enrollment in Health Profwional Schoof'
Date- ~fonday, March 1h, 2005@6·00 P.M.
l..oeatton- Room 1008 jn HUCM Adams building
Purpose· 10 promote minority enrolln1en1 mHealth Professional Schools
Sperinl ~ests De~n Cannon fron1 HUCM Office of Admissions} Dean Skinner front
HUCD Office of Adn1iss1ons
Other guests - Stud~nts of the Howard Univorsi~r Colleges of Medicine and DentlShy
"The Total Body \Vorkout"
Location -Room I008 tn llUC~f Adrutis building &The L-Oud Lounge
Date· Tuesday, Nfarch 81\ 2005@6:00 P.M.
Purpose· to teach the HU oommunity the principles of diet, exercise, and massage
therapy through !ianlplcs of each (Be sur~ to bnng atowel &appetite')
Sptcltl guest~ -MHlon )'ates (eertlfioo personal trainer &owtter of FU.E.L.
Restaurant)~ Nicholas Henderson (NASM c.ernfied personal trainer), Meghan McCoy
(1nassage therapist)

"IJteracv:• V~rbal ~nd Numerical in ~lndf.111 ~feditine"
Lotntion -Room 1008 in llliCM Adruns buil~11g
Date· \Vednesday ~11arch rJh, 2005@6.00 P.~1.
1

Purpose -to discuss the state of modern medicine in the African American comnumily
Special G11tst- Dr. Aziz, Prof~sor at the Howard Univcrsify College of Medicine

ay 4)

ay 5)

Remain stress free .. ...

Day6)

Be confident that your ad is ready to
run!

ay 7)

Wait, in excitement, to view your ad
tomorrow.

*If your ad is not requested to run 7 days
prior, your ad WILL NOT be in the paper. We
have to have your payment before the ad runs
or it will not appear in the paper

-

Upcon1in& E\'ent: HO\'iard Universi~1 College of Medicine Cl~es of 2008 and 2006
Annual f reslunenlJunior Boat Party
Date- Friday, April 15, 2005 n~ 11: 1Sfm
to~ation- Spirit of W~hington Pier4. 6 and Wtttcr Streets, S\\' Washington. DC
Pu1·posm Come Join us for att unprecedented party on the Potom~l Vi'e'll dine, dance,
and party Ute night away under rasdnnullg skyli11e views while s~lmg ~e Potomac River
all for one price. Must be 21 or over.
Tickfts: $45; Tickets \~ll be available for adisoounted prioo at each health and \veUness
event or you may c-0ntact Nick Hend~rson {nickcnick55@hotma1Lcom)~ April Wilson
{&lnljoridi~hotmail &om), Ron Cioodlett (rpgoodl~tf@hotmail.,om)
11
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Not All Swi01suits Created Equal: Fornt vs. Function
are pretty hot," said Ange
Hilltop Staff Writer
Thompson, a junior advertising
major. "They're a spin on the
Spring Break is arourd the traditional one-piece. But as far
corner and many students are as swimwear goes, the key is
making plans to escape to_sandy finding something that complibeaches and blue skies.
ments your body type."
With so many students
"For women and men it's
heading for the coast, swimwear all about bright colors but for
is an essential item of attire. women in particular, there are
The beach is a place to see and only three types of suits: one
to be seen, and for some, having piece, tankini and bikini," Epps
fashionable water wear is more said. "You have to be creative
important than actually swim- with the patterns and designs
ming.
that you wear. Swimsuits are
"Black people don't swim or becoming more and more dralike to get their hair wet but a matic with unique designs and
swimsuit is an article of cloth- fabrics as well as sequins and
ing just like shoes or a shirt beads."
so we want to make a fashion
· For guys, the fashion issue
statement," said Kathryn Epps, isn't as big of a deal.
freshman marketing major and
"A inan only wears trunks,
Howard University Fashion so there's not much style to it,"
Council chair. Freshman biol- said freshman marketing major
ogy major Dominique Witter Marcus Miller.
agrees.
"I don't care what people
"There are two types of think about what I wear, as long
swimwear, ones you swim in as I like it," said junior biology
and ones you lay out in," Witter major Alan Evans.
Photos courtesy ~lelrofashion.com.
said. "Not all swimsuits are
And for some, they merely Students try to find suits that work for swimming and for showing off.
good to swim in, even though go to the beach to check out the
it's called 'swimwear.' Suits for sights.
regardless but based on what a compromise can be made.
Some Howard students
swimming don't have really
"I don't like to see swimsuits the price tag says .. .! would
"I look for stylish yet com- aren't getting swept away in the
nice things that the water could on women, I like to see women
say that anywhere from $30- fortable swimwear, because if I hype. When it comes down to it,
mess up, where as lay-outs are on swimsuits," Miller said.
$70 is a reasonable range. You don't like how it looks or feels I fashionable swimwear is nice,
the nice fashion-forward ones
In the scramble to find shouldn't be spending anymore am not going to want to wear it but most just like having fun.
you just walk around in at the fashionable swimwear, it's easy than that unless you're buy- on the beach," Witter said.
"I'm going to spend more
pool side."
to sacrifice comfort or spend ing accessories like a cover up,
"I am not spending too than half of the time in the
Although a hot swimsuit is too much, but Epps insists it's sandals, sunglasses, etc," Epps much on something so little. I
water. I like to water ski and
a spring break must, the ques- feasible to find something cute, said. "You have to know how to
probably won't spend over $45- swim," Witter said.
tion remains: what is hot?
comfortable and affordable.
bargain shop."
"I feel like the beach is just
50. I got one for · $20 and it's
"One pieces with cut-outs
"Swimsuits are over-priced
Witter said she agrees that fresh."
a place to chill out," Evans said.
BY CHARLAE WASHINGTON

Holiday In .
BY KEITH LAING
Life & Style Editor

Here we are, just a few days
from every college students'
favorite time of year (except
graduation for seniors of course)
and I'm just kinda there.
Don't get me wrong, I could
most definitely use the break.
After a week of hosting seven
events in seven days for my lovely band of Georgians, along with
participating in this experiment
called a daily Hilltop, I could
use it right now. Friday cannot
possibly get here any faster. As
for Saturday and beyond, you
know my actual vacation, I'm
just a tad bit blah.
Maybe it's because Spring
Break has existed only in the
abstract for me so far. Sure,
I have plans. A hotel, transportation, the whole nine yards.
But between all my Rubberband
man-ness and occasionally
remembering that I have to be
a student for at least two more
months, Spring Break hasn't
graced my frontal lobe in a long,
long while.
I really don't know what to
make of this. I should be extra
excited. Next week, I'll be joining about 500 other HU students
in relocating the Punch-Out to
South Beach. And unlike others, I actually embraced Howard
South. I enjoyed seeing my
classmates on the beach, having
a good time, looking stress-free
and loving it.
Last year at this time, you
couldn't tell me anything at all.
I was turning 21 in Miami with
all my closest friends. I don't
think I'd ever been more excited
in my entire life. A year later,
another birthday on the beach,
another bonding session with
my crew and almost nothing is
sparking inside of me.
Maybe it's because I'm getting old. In my younger days,
I could hang with the best of
them, but now, I'm definitely ok
with taking an L on a Saturday
or two in the name of balancing my enormous sleep deficit.
Maybe it's because I realize that
this is my last Spring Break.
After all, this will be my last
taste of the sheer lack of responsibility that makes being a college student so great. Or maybe
it's because I'll miss The Hilltop .
I could go through withdrawal
without the constant deadlines,
writer's calls, editing stories and
laying out copy every day.
Wait, scratch that.
It'll
never be that bad.
All I know is that I don't feel
the way I should headed into the
break. Of course, by the time I
hit the road on Friday, all these
feelings will probably be gone.
But as we start counting down, I
really just want to sleep. Here,
there, anywhere. As long as
there's a bed, I'm down. Some
Spring Break plan, huh?

Keith Laing keeps pacing in the office wondering
why Spring Break couldn't
start now. He said that after
last week, he has nothing left
to give. He said he was going
to call the president's office to
find out, but we can't let him do
that. As much as we'd love to
get rid of him, we're daily now.
We can't afford to have staffers
being expelled. Makes the paper
look bad. So anyway, while we
try to console him, share your
Spring Break plans with him at
life_n_styleo405@yahoo.com.

Independent Airlines Offer More Than Pretzels
BY CHARLAE WASHINGTON
Hilltop Staff Writer

Imagine being able to enjoy
XM satellite radio or DIREC'IV
from 35,000 feet. Sound like a
dream comes true? Well, when
flying with AirTran Airways and
JetBlue Airways, the dream can

be a reality.
While many major commercial airlines are struggling
to make ends meet, these lowfare airlines are able to provide
premium services at no extra
cost to their customers.
JetBlue, founded in 2000
by CEO David Neeleman, is one

AirTran Airways now offers XM Satellite Radio in-f light.

of the fastest growing airlines
in the world. It has enjoyed
immense success by combining
low fares with excellent service.
"Critics scoffed at our dream
of creating a successful low-fare
airline based in New York City,"
said Neeleman, according to an
interview posted on JetBlue's
website. "They said we'd never
be able to offer both low fares
and a product that includes
new planes, leather $eats and
live satellite TV with DIREC'IV
. "
programming.
With over 22 million customers, JetBlue has proved the
critics wrong.
But JetBlue isn't the only
airline to raise the bar on inflight entertainment. AirTran

Airways recently added XM
AirTTan is also offering a
Satellite Radio to some of their n~w magazine, "Go," which feaflights and will soon carry the tures a wide variety of topics
service on all their flights.
including sports-themed arti"The partnership between cles, reports on unique travel
XM and AirTran Airways will destinations, automotive and
take in-flight entertainment technology reviews, hot celebto new heights," said Hugh rity trends, fashion and shopPanero, XM Satellite Radio ping tips and hip food and drink
president and CEO in an inter- recipes.
view on AirTran's website. "In
"Passengers have come to
the coming months, AirTran expect a higher quality of enterAirways passengers will be join- tainment when they reach into
ing the millions ofXM subscrib- their seatbacks," said AirTran
ers who already enjoy the com- COO Robert L. Fornaro in a
mercial-free music and cutting- Feb. 1 press release. "We feel
edge comedy, plus news, talk, 'Go' will set a new standard for
sports and entertainment pro- in-flight magazines."
gramming that has made XM
With such low fares and
America's number one satellite
See AIRLINES, News A9
radio service."

Wa1 1n Thoughts: Orlando, Florida's Hidden Treasure
2

BY COURTNEY MAYE
Contributing Writer

South Beach, Miami and Daytona
Beach are among the more popular
Spring Break vacation destinations in
Florida. However, in a state as vast
as Florida, there are still other cities
that offer a delightful Spring Break
vacation.
One such place is Orlando, home
of the Orlando Magic, Mickey and
Minnie Mouse and temporary home

Hot Spot Fact Sheet
Location: Orlando
Distance from HU: 680 miles
By Car : 13 hrs. (mapquest.com)
By Plane: i.5 hrs.

Average March Te1np: ivlid 70s,
very hu1nid (weather.com)
Places to Visit: Downtown Disney,
Cirque Du Soleil La Nouba, Pleasure
Island, Busch Gardens, The Richard
Petty Driving Experience, Kennedy
Space Center .

·---

for several Spring Breakers.
With an average temperature
· around this time of year in the mid
70s, Orlando's air is warm and hu1nid
while the sun provides the right
amount of rays for a nice suntan.
Nights in Orlando also provide the
right amount of fun with the right
amount of relaxation.
Contrary to its competitive Spring
Break party cities, Orlando has been
described by those who have visited
as a mix of a chill spot and a party
spot.
Sophomore physician's assistant
major Sylvia Pacheco, said that there
are constant happenings in Orlando.
"If not in resorts, it's in hotels. If
Rena Bradley, a junior architecnot in hotels, at private homes," she ture major will be visiting Orlando
said.
again this year with her family.
Orlando houses a few of the top Bradley plans to bask in the Florida
tourist spots: Disney Magic Kingdom, sun, either in the $mall community
Epcot Center, Universal Studios that holds her family's timeshare or
Florida and Sea World just to name on the beach where other college coa few.
eds are sure to be found.
Iman Aleem-Hall used to live in
"It doesn't matter if 1 go with
Florida. She says that the nightlife in anybody or not because I always run
Orlando is just as fun as every other into.somebody I know there," Bradley
place. Citywalk at Universal Studios said.
offers a great variety of shopping food
International Drive is one of the
and dancing. "For reggae, go to the rnain attractions in Orlando. It is a
Bob Marley Club," Hall recommend- souvenir shopper's heaven and a huned.
gry man's perfect meal ticket. Magical

Midway, Titanic: The Exhibition, Skull
Kingdon, Fun Action, SkyVenture
and Ripley's Believe It or Not!
Orlando Odditorium are all also on
International Drive.
Sure, to those who would rather
be on the beach everyday, Orlando
sounds a bit on the dry side. However,
Orlando should not be underestimated by those who will constantly be on
the beach in other parts of Florida.
"It's not too far from the beaches
and, during Spring Break, there are
lots of other college students there,"
said Rasaii Elliott, who will be visiting
Orlando this Spring Break.

